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“When I wrestled, and he was coach-

and

ing, he was there to help,” Sparks said.

wrestler at Marshall, started

“No matter who you were, he would

coaching at Huntington High

help you out. When I started coaching

in 1971-72. He had his first state champi-

and truly needed help, I called Bill. He

on in 1974 in Richard Johnson at 138
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Johnson said Archer got his wrestlers

High school: Huntington High
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involved with camps during the summers to help improve their skills.
“He was a major motivator,” he said.

College: Marshall University
Coaching Career: Huntington High,
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the state. I just wish I could see him win

respect those in authority, honor your

one (state championship).”

1971-2006
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parents. Whether you liked him or not,

Dr. Bill Welker, rules interpreter and cli-
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vidual state champions, 1 Olympian (Ken

trailblazer. He’s taken a sport and exalted

assistance whenever needed from day

Chertow), state tournament director 24
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one.

years, NAHCA Wrestling-Coach-of-the-
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Year, 1998.

He’s a coach’s coach,” said Welker, who

“He’s a special person,” Mike Hayden,

writes a column West Virginia Mat
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Thoughts for wvmat.com. “He’s a prolific
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reader and writer. When I started in 1984,
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sion, said while watching action on the
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eight mats. “No one knows how fair and

to help. When you think of the West

pal at West Middle, Cammack Middle

ethical a person he is unless you’ve been

Virginia State Wrestling Tournament, you
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